The Faculty Knowledge Exchange (KE) Award recognises each Faculty’s outstanding KE accomplishments that have made demonstrable economic, social or cultural impacts to benefit the community, business / industry, or partner organisations. Nominations in each Faculty were considered by a Faculty-based selection committee comprising both internal and external members. Only one award may be made by each Faculty each year. Award winners receive a monetary award of HK$100,000 to further their KE work.

Faculty of Architecture 建築學院
Mr Alain Joseph Franck CHIARADIA and team members – Professor Christopher John WEBSTER, Dr SUN Guibo 浸會大學博士 and Dr Chinmoy SARKAR, Department of Urban Planning and Design 城市規劃及設計系
‘Spatial Design Network Analysis (sDNA) Improving Evidence-based Urban Planning and Design across Discipline Nationally and Worldwide’

Faculty of Business and Economics 經濟及工商管理學院
Dr Lilian CHAN Him Lo 陳詠蓮博士, Faculty of Business and Economics 經濟及工商管理學院
‘The Impact of Clawback Research on Policy Making by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) of the U.S.’

Faculty of Dentistry 牙醫學院
Dr Walter LAM Yu Hong 林宇恒醫生 and team members – Professor CHU Chun Hung 夏志輝教授, Dr Mike LEUNG Yiu Yan 梁壹嫣醫生, Dr Dominic HO King Lun 何經騰醫生, Dr Duangporn DUANGTHIP Dr Sherry GAO Shi Qian 高詩儀博士 and Dr Kitty CHEN Jieyi 楊慧儀博士, Faculty of Dentistry 牙醫學院
‘Smiley Action Day: Empowering Non-profit Organisation & Engaging Community to Enhance Oral Health with the Utilization of Mobile Dental Services’

Faculty of Education 教育學院
Dr CHEUNG Wai Ming 張偉明博士 and Dr HUI Sau Yan 會守仁博士, Faculty of Education 教育學院
‘Supporting Multicultural Dreamers and their Dreamkeepers in Culturally Relevant Chinese Language Learning for Social Inclusion’

Faculty of Engineering 工程學院
Dr PAN Wei 潘巍博士, Department of Civil Engineering 土木工程系
‘Modular Integrated Construction (MiC) for Buildings of Higher Quality, Productivity and Sustainability in Hong Kong’

Faculty of Law 法律學院
Professor Shahla ALI, Department of Law 法律學系
‘Increasing Access to Consumer Financial Dispute Resolution in Hong Kong’

Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine 李嘉誠医学院
Professor CHEN Zhiwei 陳志偉教授, Department of Microbiology 微生物學系
‘Knowledge Exchange on HIV / AIDS to Promote HIV Prevention and Care’

Faculty of Science 理學院
Dr Caroline Elise DINGLE 丁凱琳博士 and team members – Professor David DUDGEON 杜德信教授, Dr David Michael BAKER, Dr Timothy Carlton BONEBRAKE, Dr SUNG Yik Hei 宋逸驊博士, Dr CHENG Wenda 程文達博士, Dr XING Shuang 邢爽博士, Ms Tracey-leigh PRIGOE, We John Lawrence RICHARDS, Ms Chole Emma Ruth WEBSTER, Ms Astrid Linnea Alexandra ANDERSSON and Mrs Victoria LI, School of Biological Sciences 生物科學學院
‘Reduction of Illegal Global Wildlife Trade through Novel Conservation Forensics Research’

Faculty of Social Sciences 社會科學學院
Professor Karen Ann LAIDLER, Department of Sociology 社會學系
‘Influencing Drug Policies and Well-being of Drug Users in Hong Kong and East and Southeast Asia’
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